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ndia is one of the leading telecom markets across the
world. The industry is currently the second largest
worldwide by subscriber base is over 965 million as
on June 2012. But for the first time ever, India saw a
decline in its overall subscriber base (declined marginally
to 892 million in February 2013). As per PwC, the
growth is already down to 6 million subscribers per
month, compared to 3 million a week two years ago.
Some of the reasons for the decline include slow rural
network expansion and disconnections increasing due to
operators ridding their bases of dormant accounts.
PwC believes the next few years will be underlined
by intense network planning, rollout and innovation.
Ev e r y o p e r at o r ha s sp e c tr u m c ha ll e n g e s a n d
opportunities, and most are looking for ways to manage
scarce network resources to deliver better quality at
lower cost.
The telecom industry will also see a significant
growth from core 3G to 4G, along with increase in
network coverage and competition in coming years.
Recently, analysts predicted that TD-LTE subscribers will
reach 5 million by 2013 in Indian telecom market.
A recent study by IHS suggests that there will be
625 million cloud users worldwide by the end of 2013
and by 2017 this number will reach 1.3 billion. No
other country is expected to see a larger proportion of
this growth than India. Thus, India’s network providers
will need to invest in scaling their optical transport
network infrastructure to support 100G and leverage
technologies like OTN switching in order to deliver the
quality of experience required by cloud applications.
As per Ovum, by 2015, the number of mobile
subscribers will exceed 7.5 billion, and more than 40%
of those will use broadband connections based on
3G and 4G technology. As a result of this growth the
spending on wireless backhaul equipment will exceed
$7.5bn in a span of three years. A new fiber optic
platform that offers a complete solution to monitor,
manage, maintain and safeguard the f iber optic
infrastructure is needed.
Also, the power amplifier contributes a major
portion of the losses in any telecom system because
it remains in power-consuming standby mode even
when not transmitting. Development of emerging
technologies such as (AMO) that can reduce overall
power consumption by half will be a significant step in
future LTE base stations deployments.
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Datacom installers are compromising
on quality when installing cable
By Vinita Gupta
In an interview with EDN India, Yogesh Kamat, Vice President of Sales for Asia Pacific and Japan at Fluke
Networks talked about Indian cable certification, network testing and troubleshooting challenges and
company’s strategies and plans
Can you share your thoughts on the state
of Indian cable certification industry and
the government’s position/ policies for
cable certification?
In India, we estimate that less than
half of the new networks go through
certification. Many networks do not
go through proper cable certification
due to below:
• Indian government and standard
aut h or it ie s a r e not i nvolve d
a ny st a nd a rd or g uidel i nes
for i nst a l l at ion / test i ng a nd
certification of passive cabling.
Some organi zations such as
ourselves and BICSI is pushing
for establishment of installation
and testing standards for passive
cabling. This is work in progress.
• Due to above, there is a lack of
enforcement on quality of cable
installation.
• Tier 2 cabling OEMs do not follow
standards and some are offering
extended component warranty even
without testing. Hence, customers
do not feel the need to push for
standards or guidelines to ensure
quality.
• Builders are installing cables but
may not provide I/O and other
cabling products. Because of this,
sites have multiple different vendor
components installed in the cabling
system, so cabling OEMs cannot
offer warranty across the board.
• Limited no. of certified datacom
installers; lack of training for
datacom installers
Due to above, datacom installers
are compromising on quality when
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installing cable networks.
What according to you are some of the
network testing and troubleshooting
challenges and how it can be tackled?
1. Networks are becoming more
complex:
• Data center architecture supporting
10G/40G & 100G performance
• Virtualization, consolidation and
m ig rat ion to h ig h ba ndw idt h
networks
• Ensuring performance to TIA/ISO
industry standards
• More sophisticated applications
• Increasing volumes of data
• Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
2. C a b l i n g i n s t a l l e r s , s y s t e m
integrators, cabling contractors
are tasked with increased testing
due to the increased complexity
in cabling infrastr uct ure-the foundational layer for all
networks.
Specifically on data centers, one
of the challenges faced in network
tests is the concern of data center
c onsol id at ion, as revea led by a
For rester Resea rch sur vey. T his
polled 147 U.S. enterprises that had
completed, or were actively executing
a data center consolidation effort, on
the top five metrics they were using
to measure consolidation success. 52%
of those surveyed cited operational
cost in their top five, followed closely
by total cost of ownership at 44%,
the proportion of IT budget saved at
38%, application performance versus

i nf rastr uct ure cost at 35%, a nd
performance per CPU core at 34%.
What this suggests is that the
d e p l oy m e nt o f a p e r fo r m a n c emanagement tool not only aids in
the collection of these statistics but
also directly affects their value. The
r i g ht p e r fo r m a n c e-m a n a g e m e nt
solution enables small, medium and
large businesses to realize the cost,
optimization, security and compliance
benefits of data center consolidation
to their fullest extent. At the same
time, such a solution protects firms
against the challenges that often
accompany consolidation, including
personnel, reporting and tool-related
issues.
Legacy performance-management
tools simply aren't up to the task
because they lack the necessary scope,
perspective and timing to deliver
i n a c onsol id ated env i ron ment .
There's too much riding on data
center consolidation to ignore the
performance-management function
or entrust it to a set of inadequate,
d ispa rate tools t hat col lect ively
fai l to account for a l l net work,
application and service performance
requirements. Businesses need a nextgeneration performance management
s olut ion w it h t he a rch it e c t u re,
b r e a d t h , d e p t h , s c a l a b i l i t y,
functionality and common data model
to propel the consolidation project to
success today and tomorrow.
Another challenge is in cabling
infrastructure. Many datacenters
h ave i n c r e a s e d t h e d e n s it y o f
datacenter cabling, utilizing high
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bandwidth fiber optic systems that
require low loss budgets. Datacenter
c a bl i n g i n f r a s t r u c t u r e fe at u r e s
many connections, and MPO array
style connectors which present new
challenges for maintaining polarity.
Legacy test equipment typically do
not have the right connector interface,
launch conditions or settings to
successfully test in this environment.
What was the background and purpose
that led Fluke Networks to roll out Versiv
Cable Certification Testers? In what ways
are they different from other products in
the same category? Who are the major
customers of this new product?
Cable installers, project managers,
network administrators, contractors,
etc., are responsible for deploying
and maintaining the cabling
inf rastr ucture, and they are the
target customers for Versiv. They
are wrestling with limited resources
such as time and money: the need
to get more done, faster and for less.

Datacenter cabling infrastructure
features many connections, and MPO
array style connectors which present
new challenges for maintaining
polarity.
Research (a Fluke Networks research
survey – March 2013) shows that over

90% of contractors report dealing
with issues related to set-up, testing,
and reporting every month. More than
half report dealing with seven or more
issues. Add it all up and a week of
labor is wasted on a typical 1,000 drop
job.
Versiv is designed to eradicate
those problems.
Discuss about Fluke Networks’
India business operations, strategy,
innovations & future plans?
Fluke Networks has a long history
of being the company to identify and
solve the most challenging network
deploy ment a nd t roubleshooti ng
challenges. We see our strategies
evolving to align with shifts in the
market, focused on cloud / data center
architectures and the increasing use
of mobility and wireless at the access
layer. In the end, we will continue
to meet our commitment to our
customers to continue to solve the
toughest challenges in the simplest
and most cost efficient manner.

Important steps in developing a cell site
By Pankaj Gandhi, Director, Wireless Sales, India and SAARC, CommScope

I

n the past five years, India’s mobile
connections have grown almost
over seven times to more than 850
million . Adding to this growth in
voice consumption, the hunger for data
consumption has grown exponentially
w it h mobi le net work op er at ors
experiencing an increase of 92% mobile
data traffic in just one year.
Capacity is a rising concern and
to provide quality services, mobile
network operators should build and
rely on quality infrastructure. Cell
sites form an important part of this
infrastructure to provide capacity.
However, building capacity is rather

complex and raise some of the same
questions as building a new house,
such as deciding what materials to use,
who to entrust with the construction,
and how to get the best results for the
money invested. In fact, these problems
are magnified when applied to cell
site construction because there are
so many different people, companies,
municipalities and regulatory agencies
involved.
One works with several different
companies and agencies in the process
of developing a new cell site. For each
stage of development, one should
become familiar with the challenges

and requirements each partner will
face. Knowing these factors will help
to judge how well partners are doing
their work – and the impact those
factors will have on the network when
the project is done. Following are the
steps that should be considered while
developing a cell site.
Step one: Choosing a service company
One should not undermine the role
the service company plays in building
the actual structure of the cell site,
including antenna towers, concrete
footers and pads, security fencing,
and equipment shelters. Besides these,
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Coaxial Cable is a type of cable
featuring an inner conductive core, an
outer conductive layer, and a dielectric,
or insulating, space between them.
Coaxial cable connects antennas to
their base stations. An efficient cell
site operation relies on the precise
pairing of components. A n outof-specification component or an
improper installation of the correct
component can cripple an entire
system. For this reason, it’s wise to
contract with skilled engineers for the
installation. Handling the cable and
connectors during these installations
is a delicate business. In order to
achieve a trouble-free installation and
dependable and long-term operation
various factors come into play. Using
the appropriate cable prep tool is the
other physical infrastructure such as
the tower, shelters, and cabinets are
also required to support the site’s
operation as well. This involves heavy,
demanding construction work and
the precision required for modern cell
networks means a lot can go wrong at
this stage.
The first key consideration to
make prior to selecting the services
company is the years of experience of
the company and its financial situation.
Secondly, gather information on the
break-up of employees as in number
of workers in the field and home
offices would help to understand
the management of the project. It is
also important to check that the field
employees are properly certified and
the company follows sound health and
safety norms. Last but not the least,
understand the expected payment
terms and certificates of insurance.
In general, finding the answers to
these questions is simply a matter of
thorough due diligence. With so many
certifications and other qualifications
in play, one can see how important it is
to know the services company partner.
Step Two: Choosing the right coaxial cable
and connectors
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One works with several different
companies and agencies in the
process of developing a new cell
site. For each stage of development,
one should become familiar with the
challenges and requirements each
partner will face.

only way to cut and prep cable ends
for use in connections. One should
avoid metal filings which cause poor
electrical performance and problems
with passive intermodulation (PIM).
Keeping cables consistent and proper
cable support would help in proper
installation. Smart lifting process of
cables and better grounding of the
cables are important to prevent any
damage. These recommendations can
help in ensuring the efficient operation
of cell site at peak with minimal
maintenance.
Step three: Setting and troubleshooting
remote electrical tilt antennas
An Electrical Tilt Antenna is
an antenna fitted with actuators
that can adjust its tilt relative to the
ground. Changing tilt affects gain, or

performance, of the antenna within
defined geographical areas.
O f t he m a ny w ays one c a n
improve performance from a cell site’s
antennas, a particularly effective
met hod is bea mt i lt . It i nvolves
physically tilting the orientation
of the antennas below the horizon,
placing its greatest gain its operational
power, where it’s needed most .
Efficiently changing the orientation
of an antenna to realize this benefit
is a matter of using electrical tilting
mechanisms, or actuators, which can
be operated from a remote location.
These mechanisms are controlled
by an Antenna Interface Standards
Group (AISG) Remote Electrical Tilt
(RET) controller, which connects
via AISG cables at the cell site for
adjustment. As precision equipment,
these tilting antennas can be a
ch a l lenge t o i nst a l l a nd adjust
properly. Getting the best result is a
matter of understanding the software
just as much as the hardware, but
there a re severa l ways to avoid
common pitfalls. T he first most
common mistake is not installing the
manufacturer’s software. Besides this,
you should become familiar with the
controller’s operation and continuously
update the program. Additionally, also
understand the naming conventions
to prevent onsite confusion. Secondly,
always test before installing, matching
antennas and tilts and also keeping
a spare cable to ensure smooth
operation. Lastly, ensuring that the
cell site is properly protected against
any environmental hazards is also
important.
The decision of building a cell
site should be made wisely with basic
measures like proper site due diligence.
Additionally, having these three key
elements in place will not only help
build the cell site more proficiently,
but thorough planning and tactical
procedures will ensure that cell site
reaches and maintains its maximum
potential while also allowing proper
adjustments as the network evolves.
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New challenges in fiber optic network
monitoring
By Dr. K. R. Suresh Nair, Chief Technology Officer | Dr. Samuel Varghese, Head - Communication BU, JKHTC
SFO Technologies (NeST Group), Cochin
Abstract: Fiber optic monitoring
systems play a vital role in efficiently
managing and maintaining the network
infrastructure. Such systems help to achieve
near zero network down time by proactively
monitoring fiber lines and through
advance warning about probable failures.
Besides degradation, cable cut etc, there
are additional challenges posed to today’s
network like un-authorized tapping for data
theft, optical injection to jam the networks
etc. Conventional fiber monitoring systems
are not sufficient to counter such challenges.
Thus a system capable of continuous
monitoring with capability to quickly detect
and differentiate the physical layer events
is required to cater the new monitoring
challenges in critical fiber optic networks
Most of the backbone
communication inf rastr ucture is
built over optical fibers because of
the demand for high data traffic
and huge bandwidth. However, fiber
optic networks are vulnerable to
noninvasive, undetectable tapping as
well as denial of service attack from
intruders; contrary to the belief that
it is a safer communication medium.
Unfortunately, the existing network
mon itor i ng equipments a re not
capable of identifying such physical
layer intrusion attempts and hence
are prone to tapping and denial of
service attacks.
Fiber monitoring – conventional approach
C o nv e n t i o n a l l y f i b e r o p t i c
infrastructure is monitored using
Remote Fiber Test Systems (RFTS).
RFTS enables fiber physical plant to
be automatically tested from a central
location. A central server is used to
control the operation of Remote Test
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Units (RTUs) located at key points
in the fiber network. These RTUs
will poll the different fibers and the
trace files so obtained are compared
with the respective reference trace files
to identify any events. If a problem is
found, its location is noted and the
appropriate Operations Systems are
notified to begin the repair process.
The RFTS also provide direct access
to a corporate database that contains
a historical repository for the OTDR
fiber traces and any other fiber records
for the physical fiber plant. The
conventional architecture of a RFTS
based on Telcordia standards is shown
in Figure.
Fiber optic physical layer security
There are several reported global
securit y breaches on fiber optic
networks. “In 2000, three main
trunk lines of Deutsche Telekom

were breached at Frankfurt Airport
i n G er m a ny……. I nt er n at ion a l
incidents include optical taps found
on police networks in the Netherlands
and Germany, and on the networks
of pharmaceutical giants in the U.K.
and France” (SearchTelecom.com).
“Security forces in the US discovered
an illegally installed fiber eavesdropping
device in Verizon’s optical network. It
was placed at a mutual fund company…
shortly before the
release of thei r
quarterly numbers”
(The Wolf Report).
Unheard is much
more than what is
heard !!!.
P h y s i c a l
intrusions are
c o m m o n l y
accomplished,
non-invasively, by
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using a commercially available clip-on
coupler. Optical network equipment
ma nufact urers do not cur rently
i ncor porate adequate protection
and detection technologies in their
platforms to monitor such network
breaches and the intrusion would go
completely undetected. Thus a real time
physical layer monitoring system to
identify, differentiate, and characterize
optical event types that may occur
within a fiber optic communications
inf rastr ucture is necessar y. T he
intrusion attempts can also jam or
create network havoc by injecting data
into the fiber cable
There are different technologies
that enable intelligent monitoring
such as optical signature analysis,
interferometric principle and coherent
OTDR. Interferometric and coherent
OTDR based devices initially developed
for pipeline monitoring, which identifies
the presence of a third party intruder
through the phase changes that occurs
in fiber optic transmission. Such
systems are not specifically intended
for data theft analysis and prevention.
However, the optical signature analysis
techniques can provide more specific
information about the physical layer
threats. It would be ideal to incorporate
some of the features like protection
path switching also integrated so that
quick protection can be enabled. Such
smart monitoring systems provide

the traffic to a backup fiber path, and
notify the network management system.

continuous, real-time monitoring of
a fiber connection, instantly detects
any degradation, faults or intrusion
attempts. In case of incase of intrusion
attempt, the system shall immediately
shut down the intrusion and re-route

SFMS: new approach
Smart Fiber Monitoring System
(SFMS) is a powerf ul tool that
combines the strength of conventional
R F T S a nd new p hysi c a l l aye r
monitoring tools. This system offers a
complete solution to monitor, manage,
maintain and safeguard the fiber
optic infrastructure. The system does
continuous monitoring of active and
dark fibers for any degradation and
physical layer events. It is empowered
with powerful trend analysis engine to
predict any failures and to differentiate
the physical layer events. User friendly
GIS based interface helps the system

Figure: Block Diagram of Smart Fiber Monitoring System

Table below shows a comparison of OTDR based system and Smart Fiber Monitoring System

Feature

Conventional rFtS

SMart FiBer Monitoring
SySteM

Monitoring technique

Based on otdr and optical Switches.

Dedicated Monitoring, With advanced
event analysis Functions.

24/7 Monitoring

not true in real Sense. Switches
Between n Fibers. thus the
transitory events, that is an
indication of Problems, May go
undetected

true 24/7 Monitoring. Quick in
response, less than 10 Milli
Seconds.

life of System

less, Because of the Continuous
usage of optical Switches and otdr.

life of the System is More

network Security

network Security is interpreted
through the loss of Signal. an
intelligent intruder Can Fool this..

network intrusion Can Be instantly
tracked.
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managers to quickly assess the system
performance through a geographic view
of the entire infrastructure.
Generic block architecture of the
Smart Fiber Monitoring System is
shown in below Figure. Optical
Signature Analysis forms the core of
the Smart Fiber Monitoring Solution.
This can identify and isolate intrusion
attempts and can also monitor health
of a fiber optic network. The system
is integrated with a fault localization
module in order to localize the events
identified. SFMS can be remotely
monitored and configured through
SNMP.
Generic requirements of SFMS
The Smart Fiber Monitoring System
is futuristic to cater the following
requirements:
l Algorithm: The processing engine
sha l l be c apable for ad apt ive

l

l

l

signature learning. The intrusion
techniques have been so novel.
The technology to prevent such
intrusions also needs to be extra
smart. No such proven technologies
a re avai lable com mercia l ly
or openly.
Ad apt abi l it y for L o n g h au l
a n d Ac c e s s Ne t wo r k s: T he
architecture is adaptable to access
networks as well. It should possible
to reconfigure system for single
ended monitoring.
Scalability: The system supports
both active and dark fiber monitoring.
The system is upgradable to monitor
higher number of fibers. The modular
design of the system allows easy
upgradation and maintenance.
Integration with other systems:
The system is capable of adding
optional modules such as MxN
Optical Sw itch. Such modules

ca n suppor t the tra nsition of
communication channels from one
fiber cable to another cable based
on the alarms generated by SFMS.
Additional interfacing for monitoring
humidity and temperature are also
possible.
Conclusion
In summary, a new fiber optic platform
that offers a complete solution to
monitor, ma nage, mai nt ai n a nd
safeguard the fiber optic infrastructure
is presemted. Depending on the level of
monitoring required it can be a simple
RFTS or a Smart Fiber Monitoring
System. The system shall be flexible
for long haul or FTTH monitoring.
Numerous overlapping factors suggest
demand growth will be very strong.
High growth is expected to grow in the
intrusion prevention sector, because of
its economic and social impacts.

Tackling energy consumption and
monitoring challenges in Telecom BTS
By Ankur Verma, Analog Field Applications Engineer, Texas Instruments (India)

T

he booming Indian telecom
sector is witnessing
tech nolog y i n novations
to keep up with evolving

telecom standards and emerging
trends. Such developments require
engineers to constantly innovate and
come up with better solutions. Higher

data processing necessary for the
seamless and faster connectivity comes
along with challenges in effective
energy utilization and monitoring.
Furthermore, w ith
the rollout of 4G
t e ch nolog ies, t here’s
Introduction - Telecom eco-system
a substantial need of
innovation to sustain
the vast growth that is
expected for India.
In this article, we
will first understand how
BTS fits in the larger
telecom eco-system.
Then, we’ll talk about
Fig 1: shows in a very basic manner the essence of any mobile wireless communication, while
how to get the maximum
terminologies and technology operating behind the scenes may differ (In GSM standard, BTS is used;
energ y f rom va r iou s
In UMTS (3G), NodeB is used while in 4G LTE, eNodeB is used)
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Fig 2: shows major blocks of a BTS

power sources in a BTS. Subsequently,
we’ll cover about remote surveillance
a nd ex pl a i n select ion of power
components aimed at reducing energy
costs. Finally, we will conclude with a
brief on emerging trends in the telecom
industry.
A base transceiver station (BTS)
provides communication access to
the mobile phone subscribers located
within a certain radius of the tower.
Except the RF transceivers and the
antennas used for transmitting and
receiving signals which are mounted
on the tower, rest of the electronics is
placed inside a shelter near the tower.

How to get extract
maximum energy from
power sources?
There are over 3
million wireless basestations instal led
worldwide. Depending
upon the size and
technolog y, energ y
requi red to power
a base-station can
be well over 2kW.
Moreover, 24x7 power
is required to ensure
reliable connectivity.
Since grid may not
be available all the
t i me, p ower b a c k
up is provided
through generators (DG sets) and
storage batteries. Over 70% of 400k
BTS sites in India face power supply
outage for over 8 hours a day. This
leads to consumption of over 2bn
liters of diesel. Since, diesel can be
pilfered easily, measurement of diesel
is crucial. For such purposes, fuel
level sensors are used. There are
many vendors that provide fuel level
sensors based on different technologies,
most popular technology is capacitive
sensing. Different output options
available in fuel level sensors make
them easy to integrate with the rest

of the system.
Batteries also have a maximum
number of charge discharge cycles and
therefore require regular replacement.
The batteries currently in use in BTS
are mainly Lead Acid (lower price
and safer); however Lithium polymer
batteries are getting popular due to
their efficient storage capacity in a
limited size (efficiency of lead acid can
go down to ~80%, whereas Lithium
Ion can have ~99%), higher charge
rate (typical charging rate for Lithium
Ion is 1C, whereas for Lead Acid it’s
0.2C) and higher life time (~1500
charge-discharge cycles for Lead Acid
and ~6000 charge-discharge cycles
for Lithium Ion). It’s very important
to know the state of the charge and
state of the health of the battery to
effectively utilize the batteries. Texas
Instruments uses patented impedance
track technology in its fuel gauge
monitors (BQ34Z110/100) that can
predict battery capacity up to 99%
accuracy. Moreover, these monitors
can also compensate for aging and selfdischarge of the battery. Fuel gauge
monitor can interface with a low cost
low power MSP430 microcontroller
and Chipcon RF transceivers such as
CC2510 for wireless monitoring of such
information.
The use of solar photo-voltaic

M ajor b locks
Remote Radio Heads

Remote Electr ical Tilt Unit
T ower Mou nted Amplifier
T elecom Baseband Unit

Power Mon itoring Unit

Power Distr ibu tion Un it

Used in dis tributed bas e stations to extend the cov erage of a BT S. RRH basically c onsists of base station’s
RF circuitry (ADC and DAC with an up/down converter) and communicates over standard high speed CPRI /
OBSAI optical link with the base s tation server. Such a dis tributed architecture offers a flexible and a highly
sc alable modular env ironment.
Helps in ac curate control of antenna tilt to respond to changing c apacity requirements of the network by
allowing tilt to be adjusted remotely from a control c enter. It comprises of a motor driven antenna along with a
processor that communicates with the BT S.
Bas ic ally a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) + filter mounted close to the antenna. LNA improves sens itivity of the
BTS to weak er signals while the filter protec ts the LNA from high power signals .
Consists of a high end multi-core DSP processor c apable of s upporting intensive baseband processing and
can also perform network layers processing.
Used for precise monitoring and notifications of any failures. PMU plays a vital role s ince in a telecom shelter,
various power s ources are used - grid supply , battery s upply, diesel generator and renewable sources (such
as solar, wind). Remote monitoring can be done wireles sly. Wired solutions can be expensive and may face
connection mis matc h issues.
Prov ides regulated power supply to the tower mounted amplifiers that could run on either 12V or 24V. It also
monitors current and voltage in a s ystem along with an alarm interface. In-rush current limiting is also
required to limit the current going into the board at start-up. Integrated hot s wap power controllers, optimized
for -48 systems, are used to achieve this function in a PDU.

Table 1 : shows the function of major blocks of the Telecom Tower and Shelter.
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panels as source of power to the BTS
sites is also getting popular because of
reduction in cost of Solar PV panels.
An important challenge here is to again
utilize the solar PV panel as much as
possible and get the maximum energy
out of it. Depending upon the weather
conditions, the I-V characteristics of
a solar panel can change significantly.
There’s a certain point on the I-V
curve of any solar panel where we get
maximum power output (basically
product of I and V is maximum). Thus,
to operate Solar panel at this point,
there should be some kind of control in
the system –such solutions to “track”
this point are referred by Maximum
Power Poi nt Track i ng (M PP T).
Complex it y of t he Sola r M PP T
depends upon the algorithm used–
popular ones are Perturb and Observe
(P&O), and Incremental conductance.
P&O modifies the operating voltage
or current of the PV panel until
maximum power is obtained. Easy
to implement, P&O method’s only
disadvantage is that it oscillates around
a max power value even under steady
state illumination. Another popular
method- Incremental conductancecan determine the MPP/ without
oscillating around this point. It can
compute the MPP with higher accuracy
than the P&O method under rapidly
varying radiation condition. Only
drawback is higher complexity and
more time taken to compute the MPP.
Texas Instruments have dedicated
prog rammable M PP T controllers
for PV panels such as SM72442 and
BQ24650. For high end applications,
C2000 based MPPT kits can serve as a
good starting point.
We also need remote surveillance!
Tem p er at u r e i n a BT S c a n
rise because of the heat generated
by the electronics. T he lifetime
of the battery also depends upon
the ambient temperature. As the
temperature increases by 10 deg C, the
lifetime of a typical lead acid battery
reduces by half. Generally, because
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of heat generated in a shelter due to
other electronics, battery is placed
in a separate cabinet, that is cooled
separately and is known as battery
chiller. In order to have an automatic
control over the varying environmental
parameters, Telecom manufacturers
desig n a dedicated Env ironment
Control Unit (ECU). ECU basically
can sense various parameters such as
battery health, temperature sensor, fuel
level sensor, DG failure in a telecom
site and communicate via various
options such as RS485, RS232, and
Ethernet. ECU achieves automated
c ont rol by t a k i ng deci sions on
enabling / disabling components in the
system such as when temperature is
exceeded, fan or the air conditioner is
switched on.
How do we select power components?
I n order t o ach ieve h ig hest
possible efficiency and minimum
heat generation in base-stations, it’s
important for us to select our power
train components critically in order
to achieve as low power dissipation as
possible. Additional challenges are
achieving high integration, low system
cost and ease of development.
DC-DC conversion
Common power topologies are activecla mp, for wa rd, ha l f-br idge a nd
full-bridge. These are required to
convert -48 V to some intermediate
voltage. Central component of the
power supply is a PWM controller
that can also integrate MOSFET
drivers such as LM5045. In telecom
market, DC-DC supply is referred
in “brick” terminology (full, half,
quarter). Synchronous Rectification is
recommended to improve the efficiency
of the secondary-side circuitry such as
TPS2822x.
AC-DC conversion
While high power density, high
ef f icienc y a nd low cost rem a i n
important, AC/ DC power supplies
also require high PF and low THD.

Recommended topology is to use
an interleaved PFC followed up by a
phase-shifted full bridge DC/DC or a
LLC resonant DC/DC. Interleaving
offers input and output ripple current
cancellation allowing smaller EMI filter,
boost inductor and bulk capacitor. An
example of a popular interleaved PFC
controller is UCC28070. LLC resonant
half bridge and phase shifted full bridge
topologies both offer Zero Voltage
Switching (ZVS) that reduces MOSFET
stresses and increases efficiency. LLC
operates over a bounded operating
frequency range and uses lower number
of components (example UCC25600)
while higher power application calls
for a phase shifted full bridge design
(such a s UCC28950). A si ng le
analog controller such as UCC28521
can also be used to achieve PFC and
subsequent DC-DC operation as well.
Texas Instruments PowerLab™ Power
Management Reference Design Library
[4] also contains over 250 reference
designs for telecom application.
Summary and future challenges
Effective utilization of energy is
critical. We see that power amplifier
contributes a major portion of the
losses in any telecom system because it
remains in power-consuming standby
mode even when not transmitting.
Development of emerging technologies
such a s A s y m met r ic Mu lt i level
Outphasing (AMO) [3] that can reduce
overall power consumption by half will
be a significant step in future LTE basestations deployments.
With 4G deployment still going
on in India, the race for setting the
standards for 5G is already in progress.
European Union recently announced
an investment of €50Mn in research
to deliver 5G technology by 2020. Past
EU research investments have delivered
various standards such as most popular
GSM standard. We look forward to an
even more seamlessly connected world
where network speeds will be lighting
fast to conduct a quick HD video call
even in a remote village.
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FPGA based Advanced Mezzanine
Cards for MicroTCA applications
By Pratheesh Babu-Hardware Architect, Dexcel Electronics Designs Pvt. Ltd
Abstract: Commercial off the shelf
solutions has been typically leading the
telecom equipment market in the recent
years. Custom solutions already in place
are fast getting replaced by standard
architectures like ATCA, MicroTCA etc.
Out of these architectures MicroTCA
with Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC)
has been evolving as low cost solutions in
comparison to the “big brother” ATCA.
Earlier days AMC solutions were purely
based on network processors and switches.
The evolution of AMC cards based on
programmable devices (FPGAs) has made
lots of changes in the Telecom COTs
ecosystem.
FPGAs since its introduction
into the industry have undergone
lots of changes. The logic capacity
and performance has been increasing
steadily with reduction in static &
dynamic power. Modern FPGAs come
with “super high speed” IOs that are
capable of handling data with signaling
speeds of tens of GHz. Along with this
more and more processing elements
like embedded processors and DSP
slices added to the FPGA has made
it a perfect replacement for custom
processing solutions. FPGA based
solutions have been in place for various
telecom functions such as encryption,
RF backend signal processing, packet
inspection, packet processing and so
on. When this capability of FPGA
gets added to a standard architecture
such an AMC, it brings out an ideal
configurable and scalable COTs solution
for the industry.
The FPGA used will typically be a
medium to large logic capacity device
from a high performance FPGA
family. This FPGA will house the
main application logic along with the
basic support logic. A typical design

Figure 1: Typical FPGA AMC architecture

will feature one or more embedded
processor cores with external high speed
memories like DDR3, QDR-II and
RLDRAM. These high speed memories
are very much essential for buffering
high throughput data packets, storing
lookup tables etc.
The high speed serial IOs will be
mainly used for the external world data
connectivity. The high speed IOs can
be configured to operate as various
standard interfaces like PCI Express,
Rapid IO, XAUI, Gigabit Ethernet etc.
The interface standard can be chosen
based on the MicroTCA chassis in
which it is going to operate.
T he F P GA Mezz a n i ne Ca rd
(FMC) standard offers f lexibility
in the front panel connections also.
Most of the FPGA based AMCs are
now coming with FMC expansion
slots. These expansion slots utilize the
configurability of FPGA IOs so that
any required IO interface like Copper
Gigabit Ethernet, Fiber Channel etc can
be provided by using a suitable FMC
add-on module.
The advantages offered by an FPGA
based AMC architecture to solution

providers and the end users are many.
One of the biggest advantages of
an FPGA based architecture is that
the solution will be greatly adaptive.
The card behaves in a system based
on the logic we incorporate in it. As
an example, the same AMC hardware
can be used as a control processor
card, a packet processing card or as
an encryption-decryption card in a
MicroTCA system. Thus a COTs
solution provider can market different
functional variants of AMC cards with
the same hardware. This will reduce
the effort, time and cost that go into the
design, development and validation of
the hardware itself. It will also make the
architecting of the solutions easier for
them, since all of them are based on the
same platform.
For a long time FPGAs has been
used in the defense market segment
which required rugged and secure
solutions. To implement the proprietary
algorithms and crypto standards used
by the defense, FPGA based AMCs is
the right choice. It is ideal for suchusers
to have a free-space or user logic area to
add the proprietary logic on their own.
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Figure 1: User Area in FPGA

In this case, The COTs solution will be
provided with the necessary memory,
peripheral and connectivity related
FPGA logic.
The hardware acceleration options

available in network processors and
crypto processors are limited and vary
from device to device. As compared to
a processor based system, almost any
function can be hardware accelerated in

the FPGAs. This gives the flexibility
to the user to decide which of the
functions needs to be hardware
accelerated based on his application.
Overall system complexity in an
FPGA AMC card is less since the
peripherals can be integrated into
the FPGA. The lesser the number
of chips, the PCB design becomes
simpler, power dissipation lowers
and cooling becomes easier. FPGAs
themselves come with hardened
and therefore better performing
peripherals such as Gigabit Ethernet
and PCI Express. Apart from this,
the vast FPGA ecosystem provides
the options for many ready to go IPs
which makes the life of the solution
provider and integrator easier.
In essence, the FPGA based
Advanced Mezzanine Cards has been
emerging as the ideal COTs solution
for MicroTCA based telecom systems.
Lot of opportunities will be coming out
from this for the FPGA design houses
and IP vendors.

Mobile broadband – The backhaul
story
By Dr Kumar N. Sivarajan, CTO, Tejas Networks

M

obile broadband is
fast emerging as the
m a i nst ay of telec om
service provider
business around the world. T he
availability of affordable smartphones,
popularity of OTT (Over The Top)
application such as Google, Facebook,
Skype etc., and high speed 3G/4G
connections are driving this trend.
As per Ovum, by 2015, the number
of mobile subscribers will exceed 7.5
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billion, and more than 40% of those
will use broadband connections based
on 3G and 4G technology. As a result
of this astronomical growth in mobile
broadband, the spending on wireless
backhaul equipment (including fiber,
copper, and microwave based) will
exceed $7.5bn in a span of three years.
The 3G/BWA spectrum auctions in
2010 saw India joining the global
mobile broadband community. Thanks
to the steady growth in 3G subscriber

base, India is already the fifth largest
in terms of smartphone ownership
a nd over h a l f of tot a l i nter net
traffic in the country today is being
generated on mobile phones.
Mobile Backhaul is that part of
the mobile network that connects
the base stations at cell towers to
the central mobile switching site.
It is typically divided into multiple
transport layers –access, aggregation
or core – with increasing capacity.
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This area of the mobile network has
been undergoing rapid transformation
since the arrival of mobile broadband
technologies (3G/4G) that generate
significant quantities of data traffic
through applications such as mobile
Internet, mobile TV, video chat, VoIP
etc. To begin with, the traditional
2G base stations could make do with
a microwave or copper back haul
connection while mobile broadband
needs a higher capacity link. Optical
fiber is the preferred medium to
serve the growing bandwidth needs
of 3G/4G base stations that can scale
to 1Gbps or more in traffic output.
Besides this, the types of backhaul
equipment and technologies used
i n t he va r ious l ayers have a lso
evo lve d w it h t he evolut i o n i n
mobile generations.
Packet Transport Networks
Over the last few years, PacketOptical Transport Platforms (P-OTP)
have been a popula r choice for
aggregating 2G and 3G traffic in
mobile backhaul networks. Globally,
POTP deployments generated over
a billion dollars in revenues last
year. POTP systems are designed
to function as hybrid platforms that
can process significant amounts of
TDM and Ethernet traffic in their
native formats on a common shelf.
However, in recent times, we are
seeing a definite trend towards using
POTP as a “pure-packet” platform,
where native TDM traffic is circuit
emulated and carried as Ethernet
traffic in the backhaul networks.
Mobile operators are demonstrating
increasing comfort with new packet
transport standards for operational
m a n a g e m e n t ( Y. 1731 / I E E E
802.1ag), network synchronization
(SyncE/1588v2) and sub-50ms packet
ring protection switching (ERPSv2).
D ed ic at ed P T N pl at for m s h ave
emerged that support no legacy TDM
functions and are being used at many
of the newer cell sites with 2G and
3G base stations supporting only

IP interfaces.
Converged Services Transport
T he packet i zat ion of Mobi le
Backhaul has had other implications
on telecom service provider business
models especially for large integrated
operators that offer both fixed (e.g.,
DSL, enterprise) and mobile services.
For t hese operators, t rad it iona l
bound a r ies bet ween “t ra nspor t”
and “data” teams are blurring and a
common converged model is evolving
that, besides factoring in the growth
of mobile broadband, also accounts for
popular enterprise data services such
as E-LINE (point-to-point Ethernet),
E - L A N (m u l t i p o i n t E t h e r n e t),
IPTV, cloud and video conferencing.
Mobile backhaul equipment, whether
P-OTP or PTN, are being designed
to be “IP-aware” with the ability to
faithfully preserve a range of packet
layer markings so that end-to-end
consistency in quality is retained for
these data services. Also, from a
bandwidth scalability perspective, the
multiplicity of such high-bandwidth
applications calls for an increasing use
of higher-speed data interfaces such
as GE and 10GE closer to the edge.
In fact, the deployment of 10GE ports
is growing at ~50% every year, both
on compact cell-site boxes and in the
next-level aggregation layer.
Metro DWDM
The demand for higher-speed
ports in the access and aggregation
networks translates to a need to
transport multiple 10G wavelengths
in the Metro Core. In the absence
of s p a re f i b er t o sup p or t t h i s
requirement, or rather an imminent
fiber exhaust in many places, multichannel DWDM technology emerges
as the only viable option. Hence,
M e t r o DW D M e x p e n d i t u r e i s
accounting for a larger percentage
of an operator’s optical transport
budget with every passing year. This is
especially true for developing markets
such as India that may see a rise of

up to 10% in Metro DWDM spend
as a fraction of their cumulative
optical networking budget. However,
a s e p a r a t e DW D M t r a n s p o r t
platform is not cost-effective as it
calls for additional hardware, optical
interfaces to inter-connect transport
and aggregation systems, operational
overhead i n t he for m of space,
management and power to handle
multiple systems at each location. In
most cases, operators prefer the use
of P-OTP platforms that integrate a
DWDM transport layer within them.
This includes DWDM transponders
to generate standard ITU grid-optics,
mux ponders to combine multiple
lower-speed clients to a higherspeed DWDM line interface, multidegree ROADM for lambda-level
switching at 10G and above, and line
amplifiers to extend optical reach to
up to 1000 km without the need for
electrical regenerators.
Mobile Backhaul has emerged as
a hotbed of activity and innovation
in the last couple of years. While
we have highlighted a few of the key
technologies and trends that have
assumed some prominence due to
their gaining critical mass, operators
a r o u n d t he wo rl d c o nt i nu e t o
experiment with new approaches to
optimize their network architectures.
OTN (Optical Transport Network)
is one such emerging technolog y
that is gradually migrating from the
optical backbone into the Metro
region. OTN is being touted as a
future substitute for SONET/SDH as
the operators start making increasing
use of large network pipes such as
40G and 10 0G waveleng ths and
a majority of services grow beyond
1G in bandwidth granularity. OTN
transport and switching are becoming
an integral part of mobile backhaul
equipment and a standard protocol
for inter-carrier hand-offs. As mobile
operators continue to grapple with the
challenges of evolving to 4G/LTE, the
mobile backhaul story is likely to have
many more twists and turns.
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Architecting India’s OTN infrastructure
for the cloud
By Kevin So, Senior Product Line Manager-Communications Business Unit, PMC-Sierra
A b s t r a c t : O p t i c a l t ra n s p o r t
networks play a critical role in providing
the interconnect infrastructure required to
efficiently and reliably deliver cloud-based
services. Continued growth in mobile
data traffic and the projected 3X growth
in datacenter-driven WAN traffic are
the catalysts behind the industry’s need
for 100G connectivity to aggregate the
increasing deployment of 10G ports from
the metro edge. To unlock the full value of
100G, network providers are architecting
their transport infrastructure to enable
dynamic bandwidth allocation with
granularity from 100Gbps down to 1Gbps,
without interruption to network traffic,
in order to ‘virtualize’ the optical network
bandwidth.
As India’s network providers look
into the next phase of investment in their
optical transport infrastructure to keep up
with growing digital content consumption,
they will look to packet-optical technologies
and architectures that integrate Optical
Transport Network (OTN) transport,
aggregation and switching. Packet-optical
technologies provide scalability, network
resiliency, and comprehensive OAM
support, along with the ability to gradually
and dynamically allocate optical network
bandwidth capacity to meet changing traffic
demands driven by growth in mobile and
cloud services. OTN switching addresses
these networks needs and provides a
smooth evolution path for India’s optical
transport infrastructure at a cost-effective
OPEX profile of layer-1 managed networks.
Solutions now reaching the market include a
recently introduced high capacity, single-chip
processor, which supports OTN Transport,
OTN aggregation and OTN switching,
enabling efficient grooming of lower-speed
services into scalable 100G packet optical
networking –and rising to the networking
challenges of the projected explosive
bandwidth growth ahead in India.
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Consumers and enterprises alike
are embracing the use of cloud-based
services for everything from email to
social media to storage. It is estimated
that by 2014, 80% of all new software
will be available as cloud services
. This is not surprising when one
considers the growth in the number of
cloud users. A recent study by IHS
suggests that there will be 625 million
cloud users worldwide by the end of
2013 and by 2017 this number will
reach 1.3 billion. This 200% jump in
users, coupled with the high bandwidth
requirements of many cloud services
such as video streaming, will drive an
explosive amount of data traffic on to
the Metro optical transport network
that interconnects homes, enterprises
and mobile devices now and throughout
the coming decade.
No other country is expected to see
a larger proportion of this growth than
India. With a massive, educated and
tech savvy Gen Y population that is
almost equal to the entire population of
the U.S, India’s network providers will
need to invest in scaling their optical
transport network infrastructure to
support 100G and leverage technologies
like OTN switching in order to deliver
the quality of experience required by
cloud applications.
OTN architecture evolution – OTN switching
Over the last decade, India’s optical
transport network infrastructure buildout has been based predominantly on
SDH and the use of point-to-point or
ring-based WDM connectivity at 10G.
This transport infrastructure was
designed to handle large volumes of
TDM voice traffic, where E1 circuits
were aggregated onto STM-1/4/16/48/64.
However, with the impending data
boom, India’s network providers will

need to shift their investments to
building next-generation optical network
architectures that can deliver separate
or bundled mobile data, video, voice,
and cloud-services reliably, efficiently
and economically while expecting
SONET/SDH-like OAM, protection
and restoration.
G l o b a l l y, t he l e a d i n g nex tgeneration architecture is based
on O T N sw it c h i n g.
Net work
nodes integrating OTN switching
support aggregation and grooming
of packet and multi-service traffic at
a sub-wavelength granularity before
transporting over 10G, 40G and 100G
WDM wavelengths. OTN switching
is being embraced and deployed by
network providers throughout China,
Europe and North America. In fact, a
recent survey conducted by Infonetics
revealed that 86% of network providers
interviewed have or are planning to
deploy OTN switching in their Metro
and Core transport networks. Studies
have also shown that integrating OTN
switching into a network - especially
when deploying 100G - can result in
up to 35% lower CAPEX and up to
60% less wavelengths per link needed
over the network lifetime . One can
see why OTN switching is so crucial
to those network providers who are
planning to deploy 100G now or in
the near term - OTN switching allows
them to manage their wavelengths most
efficiently to avoid stranded bandwidth,
while at the same time creating a
highly meshed network that allows
for much faster protection switching
and restoration than pure ROADMs.
OTN switching simply makes deploying
100G economical.
Optical bandwidth virtualization
Traditional point-to-point WDM
deployments or pure ROADM-based
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networks leverage Transponders and
Muxponders at the end points. This
architecture is highly inf lexible,
especially at 100G, because:
a) A network operator can only switch
entire wavelengths and clients cannot
be monitored, added, dropped or
switched between wavelengths;
b) Muxponders are a static solution, in
which all client ports are multiplexed
only to a fixed uplink port associated
with a given wavelength;
c) Net work prov iders must have
technicians to manually change the
fiber connections if a client port
needs to be re-provisioned onto a
different wavelength.
These shortcomings clearly cannot
be deemed acceptable in the next
generation architecture where India’s
network providers must consider how
they can scale in both efficiency and
in data rates from 10G to 100G. In
addition, to satisfy the dynamic nature
of cloud applications, network providers
must be able to quickly provision and
re-provision clients as necessary, which
Muxponder-based network architectures
cannot support at the service velocity
required.
O pt ic a l t r a n s p or t pl at for m s
t h at i nt eg r at e O T N sw it c h i n g
are fundamentally different than
Muxponders, as these platforms allow
client ports to be decoupled from the
uplink ports/wavelengths. This is
achieved with an electrical fabric that
is typically centralized so that all client
cards have the ability to groom traffic to
any uplink WDM card. By having an
electrical fabric that can cross-connect
client ports to any wavelength, OTN
switching enables automated service
provisioning for the network operator.
Faster turn-up and turn-down
results in more rapid monetization
of services for the operator. Imagine
of fering a high-value ser v ice to
datacenter customers which allows
t hem to sel f-ma nage t hei r ow n
interconnect needs depending on their
application requirements (for example:

data mirroring vs. moving virtual
machines between datacenters). This
is not a stretch considering the fact
that enterprise customers can already
manage their own virtual cloud server
needs using simple mouse-clicks on a
web portal like that offered by Amazon’s
EC2.
In addition to increasing service
velocity, OTN switching allows the
network operator to increase its network
efficiency. While network providers
want to scale their transport networks

for the Metro network is the ability to
support packet client services. These
platforms are referred to as Packet
Optical Transport Platforms (P-OTPs),
and they need to support not only
Ethernet private line (EPL) services,
but also packet processing for Ethernet
virtual private line (EVPL), packet
switching at Ethernet L2, and MPLSTP. As a result, this drives additional
OTN requirements:

The benefits of OTN transport,
switching and aggregation is clear
for network providers who want
to maximize network efficiency,
automate service provisioning for
increased service velocity, and
create highly meshed connectivity
for network resiliency

b) To facilitate the dynamic bandwidth
nature of datacenter-driven packet
traffic, uplink and client line cards
must be able to map and re-size
OTN container hitlessly using ITU’s
G.hao/G.7044 protocol.

at the lowest cost per bit by leveraging
the highest speed WDM links like
100G, they must also recognize that the
majority of client interfaces at the Metro
network edge are at 10G or below. In
order to maximize wavelength efficiency
and increase fiber utilization, OTN
switching platforms allow each client
type, for example from GEs to STM64s, to be mapped individually to a
right-sized OTN container, switched
and multiplexed together onto a
common highly filled uplink port.
Without doubt, the benefits of OTN
transport, switching and aggregation
is clear for network providers who
want to maximize network efficiency,
automate service provisioning for
increased service velocity, and create
highly meshed connectivity for network
resiliency. OTN networks effectively
v i r t u a l i z e t he o pt ic a l net work
bandwidth to meet the elastic demands
of the cloud.
Packet-optical transport
A crucial requirement for optical
transport platforms that are optimized

a) Uplink cards must be able to
aggregate from the fabric both OTN
switched and packet switched clients;

By supporting the hybrid capability
to aggregate both OTN switched
and packet switched clients onto
a common wavelength on the uplink
card, network providers can truly
realize the benefit of packet-optical
transport with P-OTPs. Not only are
wavelengths filled more efficiently,
but OTN and packet switched traffic
can be managed together in a single
transport infrastructure.
Conclusion
As India’s network providers look into
the next phase of investment in their
optical transport infrastructure, they’ll
need to adopt OTN switching that
provides scalability, network resiliency,
comprehensive OAM and service
velocity for the cloud. In order to allow
network providers to efficiently scale
to meet growing data and network
demands, OEMs must migrate to
solutions that allow network providers
to virtualize the optical network
bandwidth. Integrating semiconductor
solutions that offer low power and a
lower total cost of ownership will
facilitate this migration and allow India
to continue to evolve its networks
efficiently and effectively as data
demands continue to grow.
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ESC India 2013 receives
overwhelming response
The event had about 2,500 footfalls across delegates and business visitors

T

he 7th Annual Embedded
System Conference (ESC)
I nd i a 201 3 w a s a g reat
success. The event was held
at Nim hans Convention Centre,
Bengaluru from the 17-19 July, 2013.
This year ESC India had about 2,500
footfalls across delegates and business
visitors. The attendees had f un,
educational and valuable time at the
conference and expo.
The conference featured over
40 technical lectures and hands-on
training sessions by the industry’s top
experts on the most relevant software,
hardware and systems design topics
and tools for creating great products.
The experts shared their technical
k nowledge and prov ide practical
guidance on wide range of interesting
topics that helped the attendees
get in-depth education about the
embedded system industry. Some of
the renowned speakers that presented
at the ESC 2013 were Jack Ganssle,
the embedded systems expert and
President at Ganssle Group; Rob
Oshana, Director, Software Research
and Development, Freescale; Serge
Plagnol, Senior FAE, Green Hills
S of t wa re. A l l t he sessions a nd
t r a i n i n g w e r e i nt e r a c t i ve t h a t
helped the attendees gain better
understanding on the topic.
Other then the trai ni ng a nd
lectures, the attendees had enough
time to visit and learn about the
vendor’s solutions from the interesting
exhibitor’s booths. The attendees
even enjoyed the games and contests
activity conducted at the event and
won some attractive prizes.
The event started with a lamp
lighting inauguration ceremony by
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Sanjeev Keskar, Chairman, India
E l e c t r on ic s a nd S em ic ondu c t or
Association (IESA), Jack Ganssle and
Anees Ahmed, Associate Publisher &
Director, UBM India.
At the opening ceremony, Keskar
congratulated ESC for the event. He
mentioned about the Indian ESDM
industry growth and the need for
India to focus on the high value added
local manufacturing of electronics. He
said, “The Indian Electronic System
Design & Manufacturing (ESDM)
consumption story is really good and
with this consumption rate, India can
reach the 400 billion targets by 2020.
But now we have to really focus on
local manufacturing. In 2012, almost
65% of the electronics consumed in
India was imported. If we continue
importing electronics at this rate,
then India’s electronics imports will
exceed our oil imports in next five
to six years. Currently electronics
manufacturing is only about 3.5% of
GDP whereas in countries like China

it is more than 20%.”
He further stated that the good
part is that the Indian Government
has really understood the issue and
has focused efforts in developing
policies to really support this sector as
well as attract investments and create
local manufacturing eco-system.
Ahmed from UBM India asserted,
“We are very happy that we are at
the 7th Annual ESC event. I still
remember the first ESC India that
was held in 2007 and from that year
till today we are on our journey to
make the event more interesting and
content oriented. I am very proud to
state that the ESC India 2013 is more
exciting in terms of conference and
exhibition both. I would like to thank
all the ESC delegates, sponsors and
exhibitors for their presence at the
event.”
Thus, w ith the overwhelming
success of the ESC India 2013, ESC
2014 is all geared to prepare for the
next year.
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NIMHANS
Centre
UBM India
would Convention
like to thank
its esteemed
partners, speakers & delegates for the
overwhelming response of ESC India 2013.
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Media Partner

Online Media Partner

See you at eSC 2014, 16-18 July,
NIMHaNS CoNveNtIoN CeNtre, BeNgaluru
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